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PARKER & CRAIG

Your Entertainment Resource

Our Rating System
Have you ever thought about how exciting it would be to live
in Japan for a semester or a year? Well, here's a great opportu
Don't Waste Your Money:
nity. The Association of Teachers of Japanese Bridging Project
is accepting scholarship applications from American students
Rent It:
participating in study-abroad programs in Japan in Fall 2000.
Funding from private foundations and major U.S. corporations
Pretty Dam Good:
has made it possible to award up to 30 Bridging Scholarships to
assist students with the travel and living expenses they will
Gotta See it Yourself:
incur while studying in J apan during the 2000/20001 academic
year.
See It More Than Once:
Undergraduate students majoring in any field of study are
m
eligible to apply for these scholarships. Japanese, language
study is not a prerequisite. Recipients must be a US citizens and
be attending a US college or university.
Bridging Scholarship recipients will receive stipends of
Well, it's time we reviewed the blockbuster sci-fir
$2,500(for students on semester-long programs) or $4,000(for
The
Matrix. I think this is THE best movie 1 haves
students on full academic-year programs). Recipients who
in years. Keanu Reeves gave an amazing perform
attend programs at Japanese universities may be eligible for
as
"Neo.," the only hope the human race has to i
additional assistance from the Association for International
their freedom from the tyranny of AI. The special
Education, Japan through their host institutions. The deadline
fects
had mummers of "How'd they do that?" fall
for receipt of applications is April 3, 2000. Results will be
announced by May 30. Selections will be made by a committee from my lips at nearly every scene. This moviewas
compelling that I never left the edge of my s eal
and will be based on academic potential and financial need.
word of warning however, this is definitely a
The office of International Support Services Hawes 202 can
you will have to watch at least twice to fully und
assist you in finding a Japanese university and also filling out
stand.
the application forms. Remember the deadline is April 3.
We can also be reached at 921-5489.
er
cT\
email:obrienja @ mai1.armstrong.edu

The matrix

Photos by
Keith Langston
Des Purcel
HI H a r r i s
aduisor
The Inkwell is published and distrib
uted bi-weekly each semester. Copies
are available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus or can be sub
scribed to by mail for $14 a year
The Inkwell welcomes letters and
comments for improvement provided
that they are clearly written or typed. All
letters submitted for publication must be
signed and a phone number should be
provided for verification purposes.
Names will be withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public an
nouncements, press releases, etc. Such
information will be published free of
charge at the discretion of the edito
rial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
pressed in this publication do not nec
essarily express the opinions of any
one other than the person who has
written them and are not to be taken
as a reflection upon the views of the
faculty, administrators, the University
System of Georgia or the Board of
Regents.

The office of International Support Services is seeking
volunteers for the International Festival, to be held on
April 12, 2000. Times to be filled are between 10am2pm. We need students to act as Goodwill Ambassadors!
Persons interested may contact:
Jane O'Brien or Veronica Martini in
Hawes Hall room 202k, Tel# 921-5489
or Email obrienja@mail.armstrong.edu

Vaden Volkswagen
Special College Graduate Lease Program!
No Down Payment!
• 1 si Months Payment Paid By VOLKSWAGEN
• Great Deals On New Volkswagens
and Certified Pre-Owned Models.

To Qualify!

Mwi w a n f t K f ^
nomorefamtwanly-four

1- An accredited two or lour year college
2. An accredited Masters or Doctorate program
3. An«™d*dRogisWdNmingortkomodProSltLngSchool.
Coil Enrttt Jonos (912) 920-5455 or (500) 232-7808
ly al 8'00 AL

"1 rt

vo^ '* «>U!Ow*tdn«.

an.™,

or Hop

SA 31404 far Ml drtail, oS quotfco#c

MISSION TO MARS
It's 20 years into the future and astronauts are f
taking a mission to mars. However, a giant afc
like face is preventing anyone from survivingoni
red planet. Who would have guessed that it had sow
thing to do with DNA? Filled with big name act#
with bad acting skills and bad make up jobs, tlii
movie is definitely a big thumbs down if you are loot
ing for a night that is action packed.
A

Top 5 of the Week
Courtsey ofYahoo.com

New Releases

Rentals

1. Erin Brockovich
2. Mission to Mars
3. Final Destination
4. The Ninth Gate
5. My Dog Skip

1. American Pie
2.
3. Blue Streak
4.
i Wife
5.

Advertisements

Put the money
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WWW.WACHOVIA.COM

T H E

WACHOVIA

COLLEG.E ACC OUNT

subject to approval. WachovU. Bank, N.A. imposes a lee lor me use e. non-Wachovia ATMs.

Off The Wall
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Rant n' Rave

H u m o r D o t Com

ROB BLUMENTHAL
Big corporations are good at one thing. Confusion. As a main staple oi confusion
they like to make moneyfhand over fist, if possible). One of our office staffers was
recently charged exorbitantly for phone calls she didn't make, and could not have been
made from her residence. The phone people denied any chance of mistake and insinu
ated that possibly her dog Shiloh called some friends internationally. Now if I can just
get my cat Shadow to stop using my credit cards...
I was nearly hit by an SUV on my way to school recently. The female driver was
doing her makeup while talking on the phone. I would have been enraged had I not
been amazed by the fact that she was not steering with her hands... (John Rocker
would ask if she was a New Yorker..)
By the way, who are your favorite instructors here at AASU? Over the years I have
been fortunate to have some great, caring, knowledgeable, professional educators who I
hope will remain here for the benefit of future generations. One class that was especially
beneficial was US 101. University Studies helped me learn techniques for studying and
test taking. I strongly recommend this class for anyone entering the university. I took
the class from Bill Kelso, an A-l guy and caring Administrator.
I have judged my classes based on interest generated by the instructor, overall experi
ence and how much the instructor cared about student advancement. For anyone who
wants a challenging, stimulating instructor. I suggest all AASU instructors, but here are
my favorites: (the Inkwell does not endorse my opinion,and it is solely my opinion)
FAVORITE CHALLENGING INSTRUCTORS
DR. SISSON
DR. GUILLOU
BILL KELSO
WILLIAM MARTIN
This is not a complete list, and I don't mean to tee off my current instructors, so please
remember this is just entertainment journalism...
Special mention should go to one of the people who helped generate a burning
curiosity for knowledge, an instructor I had in my first semester that I will never forget,
Dr. Cindy McCormick.
Overall, I have only had one instructor who gave me the feeling that he/she could
care less about teaching. I have attended other universities and my feeling is that I am
very fortunate to attend AASU, a place that truly cares about student success...
Next issue...the cafeteria..be warned!

ELECTION 2000: You DECIDE 5*
Want to know who your voting for?
Do you want to hear the issues?
Do you want change?
Come one, come all to the Student Government Asso
ciation ' Candidates Forum" on April 10,2000. The first
ot its kind! Hear the issues, see the candidates, and find
out what students want at AASU. To see the future, visit
us in University Hall room 157 at 12:15.
Hope to see you there!

"I Told You..."
A husband and wife are driving and they get pulled
over by a policeman. The policeman gets to the car and
asks for the man's license.
The man replies, "Why do you need my license? What
did I do wrong?"
The policeman answers, "You were traveling 45 mph
in a 30 mph zone."
"Come on, officer," the man replies. "You know I was
only going 35."
"No you weren't," exclaimes the wife. "I told you that
you were speeding. I tol d you to slow down. I knew yo u'd
get a ticket!"
"Shut up," grunts the man.
The officer continues, "I am also charging you with
going through a red light."
"Officer," the man explains, "you know as well as I ,
the light was yellow not red."
The wife pipes in, "No, it was definatly red. I told you
it was red!"
At this point the husband is infuriated and screams at
his wife, "SHUT UP!"
The policeman exclaims, "Hey, don't yell at your wife
like that."' He then turns to the woman. " Does he always
talk to you this way?"
No," the woman answers, "only when he has been
drinking."

Who'd Have Thunk?
Pearls melt in vinegar.
A duck s quack does not echo, and no one knows
why.
Missouri and Tennessee both touch on eight other
states.
A1 Capone s business card described him as a"sec
ond-hand furniture dealer." He grossed about $105
million in 1927.
A two-day-old gazelle can outrun a full grown
horse.
An ancient remedy for a toothache was to eat a
mouse.
The largest clams in the world weight close to 500
pounds.

"Wednesday's at Noon,"
"Friday's at Noon",
and "Free Lunch":
What's It All About?
Tony Menendez
Many of us on campus have seen the weekly post its,
chalk drawings, and signs advertising for the Wesley
Fellowship and Baptist Student Union. And if you are
anything like I am you might be angered that such reli
gious dogma is on a public university. These were my
feelings toward the colorful flyers that I saw weekly for a
long time period. However, these feelings changed for me
as I actually investigated what these programs were all
about. After frequent visits to these organizations, I have
found nothing but collegiate support and understanding
for all students.
Among my visits, my first visit to one of these pro
grams was the hardest because I literally expected "hell
fire", "damnation", and other such words of the like to be
used in the m eeting. Instead, I found people who wanted
to get to know me regardless of what religious affiliation
or denomination I was from. Whether that was Baptist,
Methodist, or none at all.
It gave me a great comfort also to know that people
would try to u nderstand where I was coming from before
they even attempted to share their beliefs with me. By
their caring approach I never felt like I was ever going to
get argued into the ground. This is not to say that they
I didn't share that their beliefs were right. BSU and Wesley
I organizations just didn't force anyone into accepting their
beliefs. That was a big suprise for me and it kept me
coming back. Knowing that I didn't have to worry about
the views I held.
Now three years later I tend to frequent there quite
often and I have developed many solid relationships as
well as friendships. Maybe you are like me and still have
certain animosity toward the flyers and other such adver
tising ploys you see weekly. If so don't be afarid to
reconcile your cynicism by taking an hour out of your day
for a free meal and an entertaining, thought-provoking,
and overall valuable experience at the Wesley Fellowship
or Baptist Student Union. It might be another enjoyable
something to take your mind off the busy nature of the
academic life.

AASU Spring 2000
Fitness Center Hours
Monday - Frinday

6:00 am - 8:00 am

Monday - Thursday

12:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Friday
Saturday & Sunday

12:00 pm - 6:00 pm
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Open to AASU students, faculty, and staff.
A valid AASU ID is required for participation.
Check the bulletin boards for schedule changes due
to University events.
Intramurals and Recreation Lynn Roberts 921-2080

Up Close & Personal
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The Art of Flirting
... and Hurting
PIA MAARITKOKKO
It is a normal or some
what relaxed, Thursday
evening. Easter is coming
and the shops have al
ready started decorating
for the holiday. Girls fiom
the next door campus are
window shopping at the
nearby mall. They smell
the tempting flavors of
coffee from a shop on the
corner, and surrender to
the delicious, trendy,
chocolate coffee blending
caffe mocha. As soon as
they step in, the young
waiter sets his eyes on the
girls and starts playing his
normal cheer-up-my-daygame, also known as
flirting.
When taking the order
from one of the girls the
waiter notices she is not
from this country: "I like
your accent, where are
you from?" The girl is
amused by the often
repeated question, but
still, she gives a polite and
friendly answer and then
continues: "So they all say
in the beginning but after
a few weeks they get
bored listening to it!"
Without any hesitation the
cute waiter throws her
back in a flattering voice
accompanied with a
charming smile: "I would
never be bored with your
accent!"
I stand there muddled
and do not get any words
out of my mouth when the
waiter hands me the order.
I try to recall whether the
waiters in Finland were as
interested in their cus
tomer satisfaction as the
ones I have met here.
The rules of the game
of flirting are very simple.i
Most of the time, the
game involves two
people, who often do not
know each other well (in

more advanced variations
of the game the players
might have known each
other for years). The game
can be played everywhere
but it is most commonly
practiced in places that
attract the younger genera
tions, people between 14 to
35 year of age.
Mainly because people
older than this age group
tend to be married, al
though marriage is no
longer seen as an obstacle
for participating in the
game. Your goal in the
game is' to make as many
compliments to your
counter player as possible,
the more personal and
dazzling your comments
are the more likely you are
to ring up points and win
the game.
Flirting is seen as an
essential and integral part
of every day life in the
United States. It is prac
ticed everywhere by all
kinds of people. There is
not a place where you could
escape from this phenom
enon. Actually, it is such a
widespread practice that
Americans do not even
distinguish it from the more
conventional forms of
communication.
When accused of being
flirtatious they most likely
deny it and start defending
themselves claiming that
they are just showing their
true emotions and that they
act the same with everyone.
I could say that the Ameri
can way of communicating
with people is to flirt with
them. Flirting removes the
pressures of meeting,
strange, new people and
getting stuck in awkward
ana wordless situations.
i ora a foreigner's point
of view, constant flirting
diminishes the actual

purpose of the game—
which in its original form
was played to get to know
attractive people who
might be considered as
potential girl or boy
friends. In the beginning of
my stay here, it was
shocking, but at the time
flattering, to be constantly
approached by strangers at
the mall, on the streets,
and after class. To be
honest, it really did some
wonders to my selfesteem—until I realized
the name of the game.
In Europe and espe
cially in the northern parts
of it, flirting is considered
a serious game that is not
played just for the fun of
it. Taking part in the game
in my country always
includes the chance of
winning. In this case the
player has to be prepared
to meet a new aquaintance
that possibly has some
thing more in mind than
just being friends.
Trying to judge the
actions of Americans
according to my own
cultural norms has mislead
me more than once. Never
theless, when it comes to
the American version of
flirting, I am not willing.to
take all the blame for
misunderstanding.
The rules of the univer
sal game of flirting should
not vary so much. Ex
tended, continuous flirting
with good friends is
concidered normal here—
something that we, Euro
peans, would avoid in fear
of ri sking the friendship.
As a matter in fact, some
relationships might be
based alone on the chemis
try between two people
allowing them to flirt
continued on page 7
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If You're:
• ENTHUSIASTIC
• A GREAT PEOPLE PERSON
• LOOKING FOR EMPLOYMENT
THIS 1<

FOR YOW

The Ford Place.
SINCt IVI S

I f lewis Ford is looking for courteous, h elpful GREETERS to assist
customers at its dealership.
Currently a part-time position with the potential to become full-time.

coll:
New Car Manager, CHRIS TAVORMINA or New Truck Manager, BILL LONG
at: (912) 925-0234.
OR

Send a resume/application to:
J.C. Lewis Ford
New CarAruck Manager's Desk - "Greeter"
9505 Abercorn
Savannah, Georgia 31406
www.jclewisford.com

Thiierdiiaee
yDrug Fret W ork Pla ce

Cory dipper
Cory Sipper will be playing in
the Shearhouse Plaza
on April 17at noon.
Cory played around 200 college
shows last year in support of her selfreleased album Orbiter. For more in
formation you can check her website
at www.buzzworm.com/corysipper.
She sells her work thorough
amazon.com and mp3.com.

How to Speak Georgian

Favor: To resemble.
"The boy sure does favor his daddy.

Fur Piece: A considerable distance.
" It's a fur piece from here to Houston.
Go to: Intend to.
" You should't have hollard at the boy. He didn't go to do it.

Heepa: Great deal of.
"You in a heepa trouble, box.

L

Oamn
Yankee
Sign of the South
By: Emily Joost
Sometimes I find myself laughing out loud while 1 am
driving. There are several things about Southern driving
that blow my mind. One of the first things I was told
when I moved here was, "IF you want to confuse a south
ern driver, don't go when its you turn at a four-way stop."
In Wisconsin it would take about .01 seconds for all of the
other 3 drivers to take charge of the roadway. I was
informed that here in Georgia the people are so polite they
will just sit there forever because it's not their turn I
shook my head and laughed, but sometimes I won der.
Some of the road signs down here really crack me up. I
have seen about a million "Bridge May Ice In Win ter"
signs. Boy oh boy, if we had a sign for everything in
Wisconsin that may ice in winter we would never stop
seeing that yellow and black. "Road my ice in winter,
Driveway my ice in winter, head my ice in winter," you
get the picture.
This brings me to the "stay off median" sign. I have s eer
these signs right before highly wooded medians with
guardrails. Do the people in Georgia need to be reminded
that you shouldn't drive your car over a guardrail and into
a woods on a regular basis??? Wait...I tak e that back, I
think the cops in Georgia probably need those signs.
One national road plague I have noticed through out my
travels is the "Bump" sign. My best friend and I have
taken many road trips. During one of these is when this
problem came to our attention. We were driving along
and a huge orange "BUMP" sign appeared on the side of
the road. She braked accordingly and we braced
ourselves...and waited...! finally said, maybe it w as that
little rattle back there.'
That was it?" she said, followed by a shrug of the shoul
ders. About 20 minutes later while we were still discuss
ing how our tax dollars had been wasted on a sign that
exclaimed BUMP" when it should have read "minor
abrasion on surface". WHAM, the car flew five feet into
the air abruptly jarring us. As we rubbed our necks and
made sure we were still traveling in the right direction
both grumbled, "That was the one that needed a sign!
How do they decide where to put those things anyway
Does the government own a "bump-o-meter?" Doex|
enced government employees go around with this dev
testing the severity of these bumps? Don't even get it
started on the hump signs, If you don't know what I
mean, it looks just like a bump sign and is placed next
other surface abrasions. That one, I have to add, appe
to be a native of Georgia. Is that a degree of bump aft
the first frost does the hump graduate to a bump or do
need to be retested on the bump-o-meter?

I

,

Campus Concerns
The Art of...
(continued from p.5)
constantly.
The sole basis for the
friendship is to get some
kind of a p leasure out of
it, in this case getting the
feeling of b eing accepted
and being close to some
one.
Anyhow, in many
relationships there are no
feelings worth mentioning
included. If and when
either one of the players
finds another flirting
object, that also evokes
feelings in him , he forgets
his just-for-fun-flirting
partner.
Americans claim that
, they act the s ame with all
their friends. However, it
would be out of the
• question for t wo male
friends to lie on the couch
for hours, talk nonsense
and pet each o ther's hands
and hair or surprise each
other with a long, warm
embrace and a wet kiss on
the forehead.
In American malefemale friend-based
relationships showing
y questionable feelings is

very usual- so much for
the equal treatment for
both sexes that Americans
try to apply almost every
where else.
According to my
culture this kind of behav
ior automatically lets the
other person know to
expect that there are more
than friendship based
feelings involved.
One of the main prereq
uisites for flirting applied
both in the States, even if
it was not recognized as
flirting, and in Europe is
that flirting goes on
between two persons who
find each other attractive.
Seen from this point of
view. There is always a
varying amount of truth
behind the show: it is done
to make a good impression
on people whom the
player wants to approach
on some level.
It seems that flirting
goes on by the same rules
no matter what the intentions behind the act are,
whether just to kill time or
actually look for some
thing. By practicing their
skills for the losers-get-

nothing-game on random
targets, the players uninten
tionally confuse their
victims who might not be
aware of the rules. Even
after explaining his inten
tions to the counter player,
the player is allowed to
continue the game with the
exact same moves, talking
about sensitive, personal
issues and being extremely
emotional, since it is noth
ing but a game that is not
meant to be taken seriously.
This leaves the back
door open for the player to
escape from a situation
where it is time to place the
bet to decide what he really
wants from the opponent
and take the game to a
serious: level. In this situa
tion, often the only one to
know the difference be
tween the practice situation
and theireal game is the
PLAYER alone, since the
fine line between these two
occasions is unrecognizable
to the victim.
1 am not accusing the
American men alone. Being
a women, I have learned
that most of the time the
men's behavior is a re

Armstrong Atlantic State University
Spring 20001 Effectiue March 20)
Aquatic Center Pool Hours

Monday

Rec Swim
Water Aerobics
Rec Swim

12:15-1:15 pm
5:30 - 6:30 pm
7:00 - 9:00 pm

Tuesday

Rec Swim

12:15-1:15 pm
7:00 - 9:00 pm

Wednesday

Rec Swim
Water Aerobics

12:15-1:15 pm
5:30 - 6:30 pm

Thursday

Rec Swim

12:15-1:15 pm
7:00 - 9:00 pm

Friday

Rec Swim

12:15-1:15 pm

Saturday

Rec Swim

2:00 - 4:00 pm

Sunday

Rec Swim

2:00 - 4:00 pm

Open to AASU students, faculty, and staff.
A valid AASU ID is required for participation.
Check the bulletin boards for schedule changes due to University events.
Intramurals and Recreation
Lynn Roberts 921-2080
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sponse to what women
first started. It might be
that at some point Ameri
can men felt like I a m
feeling now, being easily
fooled and not aware of
the local rules.
Thus, they had to start
playing with higher stakes
than the women did, being
extremely flirtatious to
achieve what they wanted.
neighbor across the street."
The competition of flirta
tious power between sexes
in the US made the game
to rise to the level where it
now is. It is incomprehen
sible to people who were
not raised to be Americans.
The noble and neces
sary game of flirting
"Thank you, sir. Now, can I interest you in
should have its rules
an extended service warranty on
your purchase?"
universalized, thus en
abling an equal participa
tion of all sexes and
nationalities. Nowadays,
in its existing form in the
US, flirting tends to favor
American men and is apt
to hurt and take use of the
females, not to mention
the large proportion of
foreigners who get exhave you ever no,iced that only
nosed
the game
same whether
poseu to
10 ine
wneuier 'Hey Tedl
snQWS after an earthquake?» "
they wanted it or not.

Baccalaureate
Nursing Program
The application process for the Baccalaureate
Nursing Program starts April 15 and runs
through August 25, 2000. These applications
are for admission to the class starting January
2001. On or after April 15, please contact the
Department of Nursing at 927-5302 or come
by Ashmore Hall, room 217, to pick up an
application.

Fuji Manual Camera
R

$60.00 obo
Good Condition
New Carrying Case

S
A Contact Tracy at The Inkwell
L

E

927-5351
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S t . P a t r i c k'

Parade-goers celebrate the spirit of the day.

A TVibute To The Irish
Gene Witham

J—
Little

girl sleeping after long day of celebration

:<

The arteries are
clogged and the pulse is
quickening. The pressure
is getting unbearable as
the heart is beating faster
and harder. Sound like a
physical malady that
needs quick attention?
No....it's just the preparade jitters from an
inexperienced reporter
attending his second
parade on St. Patricks Day
in downtown Savannah.
They say that "God
loves Mad Dogs and
Englishmen" but today the
emphasis is strictly on the
Irish and the Irishwannabe's of this town.
And, it isn't just for the
folks who live here year
round. There was an
unexpected 400,000
people from areas as far
away as Ireland to attend

this, the second largest
parade of its kind in the
nation.
The weather had been
predicted to rain gushes,
but that never materialized.
The parade went off
without a hitch, although
some would say it was
rather long and somewhat
stale. I liked it though and I
have parades such as the
Rose and Macy's Thanks
giving to compare it to.
For this one day out of
the year, anyone who
wanted to have fun and
share in the joy of celebra
tion, this was the pinnacle
of hype and satisfaction.
The pictures show a cross
section of young and old
alike, each enjoying the
festivities along this stretch
of heaven we call home.

"Midnight in the Garden of Good aZmr'A

^

St . P a tric ks Dav
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St. Joseph's Hospital on a beautiful float of
Irish colors

Amanda Moore looks on as fellow cheerleader shows school spirit
in an attempt to rally the crowd

The Shrine rs are always in top form for the St. Patty's
Day festivities

Daniel Cawley takes a break from the celebration to smile for the
camera

Employment
Opportunities

Agency:

Georgia State Merit System
Various Careers with the State

Requirements: AASU Alumni or Graduating
Seniors
(within 3 months of completing degree)

To sign up for an
interview, stop by
the Career library,
Room 211, MCC, When: TUesday, April 4
2nd floor or call Time: 12:00 PM-5:00PM
927-5271
Place: Memorial College Center, Room 204
The 1st Ranger Battalion stands still for kisses from
the Irish. It's a tough job, but somebody's gotta do it!
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To the Editor

The Great Humane Society Debate

way...", was one of your
of the entire Inkwell staff,
however, highly contagious the animals. So take more
complaints. Tracy, it's the However, I must firmly stand
and spreads through the air. than a glance before casting
Humane Society. It is a
by my opinion based on my
doubt on the organization.
Dogs get kennel cough
facility
full
of
scared
and
/
previous
experiences working
from increased excitement,
The Inkwell's extremely
for a veterinarian and board
or traumatized animals
the pressure of
judgemental opinion,
that don't do their ing kennels.
the collar
fraught with errors, could
business on
In response to the two
around the
How
can
one
expect
the
Humane
a schedule or letters of reply printed in th is
neck stress
*
in designated issue, there are a few things
and confinement. Society tO keep the place Smelling like
areas. Do you expect that I must make clear. I want
A bordetella vaccination is
Bath & Body Works?"
to explain to Dave Collins the
recommended to be given
it to smell springtime
extensive
duties that were
two weeks prior to the
fresh?
You
also
mention
actually dissuade other
placement of the animal in
that hosing out kennels is required and expected from
volunteers. If you see
a shelter or boarding house
not your idea of cleaning. me during the time I worked
something that bothers you
to prevent kennel cough.
Since all kennel build
or you feel that an animal is
for the veterinarian and
To minimize exposure, the
better off somewhere else
ings I've seen have a
boarding kennels. Every day,
dogs should be kept iso
take it home or find a way to
gutter system in the floor, when I arrived and before I
lated. Both of these are a
help it. There are plenty of
I believe that is the
could leave, I scrubbed each
luxury that the Humane
opportunities to help. Iam
accepted way of clean
kennel/run with water and
Society does not have. All
sure that the animals and the
ing. Is your method with disinfectant. Yes, scrubbed
sick animals are isolated
volunteers would appreciate
a scrub brush and lysol? each kennel, 40 in all. I
from the healthy
the support rather than
If it is, and you actually
rinsed, squeegeed and towel
ones(available for immedi
condemnation.
did it for a day, I have a
dried each kennel. This was
ate adoption).
feeling you wouldn't be
done twice a day, every day.
Next, cats have delicate
Shiloh Humes
so opposed to a good
Not only did I scrub the
systems. They can get
hosing out.
kennels, the floor and other
diarrhea very easily. This
Until the day every
areas of the clinic and board
includes eating too much,
Dear Editor,
body does what is neces ing kennels were cleaned with
eating different foods,
One of Teddy Roosevelt's sary to control the pet
disinfectant and every food
confinement, and stress.
more well known quotes
population, all Humane
and water bowl was cleaned
Yes, the diarrhea stinks. It
goes, "It is not the critic who Societies' will face an
thoroughly. Same with the
is an animal shelter. It is
counts; not the man who
exhaustive and nevercat
ward, and this is just a
going to smell like urine
points out how the strong
ending task. Obviously,
portion of the list. I, too, am
and feces. If we are to go
man stumbled, or where the
improvements could be
"...the
man who is actually in
to any Veterinary clinic,
doer of deeds could have
made as with all organi
the arena, whose face is
boarding house, shelter or
done them better. The credit
zations, but if you think, marred by dust and sweat and
research facility, it would
belongs to the man who is
l,...a lost or stray is better
blood..." as you quoted Teddy
have some urine and feces
actually in the arena, whose
off anywhere but there." Roosevelt. So to answer your
odor. You also have to take
face is marred by dust and
you haven't seen many
question Dave Collins, "Is
in the fact that some of
sweat and blood; who strives
lost or strays. Tracy,
you
method with a scrub
these animals are kept
valiantly; who errs and
instead
of
tearing
them
a
brush and lysol?", yes it is.
inside all day and night.
comes short again and
new one, why don't you
In fact, I did some research
Approximately twenty
again..." yadda yadda yadda.
get
off
yours
and
give
•
or more cats and other
on the Humane Society of the
To simplify (and not do
them a hand?
small animals all relieving
United States (HSUS). HSUS
Teddy's quote justice), what
themselves at different
has guidelines for the opera
he is saying is, practice what
Dave Collins
times. That includes at
tion of a shelter and recom
you preach.
night when the doors are
mends the guidelines for any
I mention all of this in
To the Editor,
closed and no one is clean
animal shelter, regardless of
response to Tracy's selfOn behalf of myself
ing up after them. How
its size, years in operation, or
righteous, critical article in
and The Inkwell, I would
can one expect the Humane the January 27th Inkwell
budget. According to the
like to thank the student
Society to keep the place
HSUS, all kennels, cages and
entitled, "How Humane is the
body for the replies to
smelling like Bath and
Humane Society?" How
runs must be cleaned daily
my
article concerning the
Body Works?
with hot water and a broadclueless are you Tracy? I've '
Chatham/Savannah
internal parasites. Then
Finally, I am not saying
been to the Humane Society
spectrum disinfectant proven
Humane Society. We
they are treated with the
that the Humane Society is
in Savannah on several
to be effective against various
appreciate any responses
proper medications and
perfect. It needs more
occasions doing service calls
bacteria and viruses common
and encourage debate.
vaccinations. This includes money, supplies, blankets
and therefore know of the
in a shelter environment.
a m andatory Bcrdetella
Also, I would like to
and volunteers. The volun conditions of which you
They
also recommend that the
(Kennel cough) vaccination. teers who are there are
state that this article and
speak. "The smell of urine
animals have no exposure to
Kennel cough, by itself, is
my previous article is my
trying the best they can for
and feces filled the hall
the water or disinfectant and
not fatal to a dog. It is,
opinion, not the opinion
(continued on p.12)
To the Editor.
Upon reading an article
regarding the Humane
Society in the January 27th
issue of the Inkwell, I w as
shocked to have seen the
false information that was
published.
Information concerning
the lack of fund-raisers
held, the physical condition
of the Humane Society, and
that the animals that were
kept there were exagger
ated beyond truth regarding
their health. The most
misinformed segment was
the allegation that the
cleaning of the kennels lead
the dogs to getting sick
with
Bordetellabronchiseptica
(kennel cough). Out of
concern for those who read
the article and its false
material, I did some re
search to show the readers
of the Inkwell the actual
procedures that take place
at the Humane Society.
First of all, the Humane
Society is a two-story
building, which the second
floor is a thrift store. It is a
constant fund-raiser, it's
open five days a week and
is run by volunteers. All
profits go to the Humane
Society. In addition,this
nonprofit organization has
over twenty-three fund
raisers planned throughout
this year alone. And
instead of having the floors
remodeled or the walls
painted, they utilized their
funds by remodeling the
kennels for 30% more
room, installed central heat
and air, and purchasing
new cat cages.
Second, all animals are
tested for diseases and

[

What's Happening?

Apple A Day...
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O Wise (V)ari O nce Said.

and other home remedies
Stephanie Craig

Assistant Editor

Beating the BURN...
Surf, sand, and SUN! It's the best time of year to head to the beach as the sun is shining
brightly without the suffocating heat that summer brings. But along with the outward trend
at this time of the year comes the painfully burt skin that traps many of us indoors for days
on end. Well, here's a few ways to beat the burn.
Her face was her chaperone.
Nothing beats vinegar for soothing sunburns. Just mix up a solution of one part vinegar
Rupret Hughes
and three parts water and dab it on. This relieves the "hot" feeling"and can even prevent the
unsightly peeling. Vinegar is actually acetic acid and can be used to treat a number of situ Its been a rough day. I got up this morning...put on a shirt
ations where the skin is irritated.
and a button fell off. I picked up my brief case and the
Aloe vera is legendary for its burn-soothing properties. Whether you use a gel pur handel fell off. I'm afraid to go the the bathroom.
chased from the store or the ooze straight from the plant, you are.sure to get relief. Studies
Rodney Dangerfield
have s hown that aloe vera gel hastens the healing of burns, frostbite, and even surgical
wounds. This may be due to the presence of salicylates in the gel, which is a painkilling and Never hit a man with glasses. Hit him with something
anti-inflammatory component in asprine.
bigger and heavier.
Freshly brewed tea or tea bags can stop the pain of sunburn. Simply steep four teabags
Anonymous
in a quart of water and then let the tea cool. Then soak a towel in the tea and gently apply to
the sunburnt area. Tea contains tannic acid, according to Dr. Wolf,professor and chairman Maybe this world is another planet's Hell
Aldous Huxley
of the Department of Dermatology at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, Texas. While
it has not been experimental proven, the tannic acid in tea could work similarly to the
All that we see or seem, Is but a dream within a dream.
acetic acid in vinegar.
Edgar Allen Poe
Break open a few vitamin E capsules when you are sunburned. Then spread the oil on
your skin. Research has shown that vitamin E improves wound healing of bedsores, dia
Judgement of beauty can err, what with the wine and
betic ulcers and surgical wounds in animals.
Baking soda is also a common home remedy for sunburns. Sprinkle baking soda in the dark.
Ovid
tepid bathwater and soak away your pain. Baking soda is sodium bicarbonate. Sometimes
bicarbonates are mixed with local anethetics to reduce pain following an injection.
An oatmeal bath also helps a sunburn. Add a few cups of oatmeal to a tepid bath and
enjoy. Use the Aveeno colloidal oatmeal not the breakfast kind. The colloidal oatmeal with
oil is recommended by Dr. Wolf. The oil and oatmeal should coat your skin, which helps

Stranger Than Fiction

your skin retain water.

Would you like to be
a teacher in the
Georgia Public School System?

Teachgeorgia.org
You can view job vacancies, apply
online for jobs, and access a wealth
of related information such as
teacher salaries and job fairs.

THE STORY BEHIND
HUMPTY-DUMPTY

The stories behind nursery rhymes
are often not as carefree as the
lyrics imply. Richard the Third
ruled England from 1483 to
1485. He was a huntchback
and an evil man.The people hated
him and mocked his deformity.
It was even believed that he
had his brother's two young
sons murdered. In 1485 a battle
was fought on Bosworth Feild
between rebels and the king's men
when popular opinion rose high
against Richard. Near the end of the battle, the king's horse,
named Wall, was killed. As the animal fell the king cried
out, "My kingdom for a horse." Richard's misshapen body
was pierced with a heavy spear moments later. After the
evil mans death a rhyme was written to tell the English
people he was gone:
Humpty-Dumpty sat on a wall.
Humpty-Dumpty had a great fall.
All the King's horses, and all the King's men,
Couldn't put Humpty-Dumpty together again.
From: Amazing But True, By Doug Storer

disagree with her statement
duce the virus but these
The Great Humane...
that an isolation room is
things can actually make
(continued from p. 10)
"...a luxury that the Humane
Kennel Cough worse.
that animals should be
ALFA
Society does not have." An
There are a number of
placed in separate holding
isolation room is a
Another Lemon From Antonio
areas or in carriers. "But if you believe the Chatham/
necessity for any
Another guideline
Savannah Humane Society is
place of dealing
AUDI
is that each cage,
humane, please explain the entire with sick animals.
Accelerated Under Demonic Influences
kennel and run
incident that happened during the
And if you say
should be ;
Always Unsafe Designs Implemented
'all
sic k animals are
Hurricane Floyd evacuation
completely dry
isolated from the healthy
possible causes of Kennel
before animals are returned
BMW
ones,"
why were the sick
Cough. The three most
to them. These areas,
Beautiful Mechanical Wonder
animals I vi ewed on my
frequently isolated organ
should be dried using a
Big Money Works
visit to the Humane Society
isms that cause this are
squeegee or rag.
not isolated?
Bimbette Motor Weapon
Canine Parainfluenza
This is what it takes to
I apologize because I did
Virus, Canine Adenovirus
keep a clinic and boarding
Bought My Wife
leave out the fact that the
and Bordetella
kennels clean and mostly
Humane
Society does have
Bronchiseptica. The
free of powerful smells,
BUICK
a thrift shop. I did not
viruses alone or in combi
and might I add, it actually
Big Ugly Indestructable Car Killer
know
this through an
works. The HSUS believes nation with Bordetella
advertisement but through
Bronchiseptica are re
so too. By the way, Mr.
CHEVROLET
my visit. You have to get
Collins, debating is more
sponsible for the majority
Can Hear Every Valve Rap On Long Extended effective when discussing
out and advertise. Over the
of the cases. All organ
subject
matter
not
attacking
next year, if what you say is
Trips
isms that cause this
disease are highly conta
true Shiloh, about the
Cheap, Hardley Efficent, Virtually Runs On Luck a person's character. The
latter
is
usually
the
realm
gious
and
spread
rapidly.
fundraisers,
I wi ll be im
Every Time
of those with no argument
Like the common cold in
pressed. Otherwise, my
at all.
humans, the organisms
opinion stands on the
DODGE
I would also like to
associated with Kennel
fundraising issue.
Dumb Old Dirty Gas Eater
respond to Shiloh Humes'
Cough are spread from
Everyone is entitled to
Drips Oil, Drops Grease Everywhere
reply. My information is
dog to dog by coughing
their own opinion. I'm not
not false material. In fact,
and sneezing. It can also
saying you are right or
my information is backed
FORD
be spread by fomites such
wrong. But it you believe
by a professor of veterinary as cages, food and water
the Chatham/Savannah
First On Recall Day
medicine at Kansas State
bowls and wet areas.
Humane Society is humane,
Fix Or Repair Daily
University. The bacterium
Dogs can get it from
please
explain the entire
Found On Road, Dead
that causes Kennel Cough
exposure to just a single
incident that happened
Fast Only Rolling Downhill
is yery persistent, particu
infected animal. A diag
during the Hurricane Floyd
larly in wet environments.
nosis of Kennel Cough
evacuation.
This was one reason why
GMC
cannot be excluded just
In September of 1999,
the veterinarian I worked
Got a Mechanic Coming?
because the dog has been
the state cited the Humane
with demanded that I towel
vaccinated.
Garage Man's Companion
Society of Chatham/Savan
dry each kennel as stated
In my previous article I
nah for abandoning ap
above.
stated "...if not treated, it
proximately 100 animals
HONDA
For those of you that do
can be fatal." I said it can
during the Hurricane Floyd
Had One, Never Did Again
not know much about
be, not it will be. Can
evacuation. The dogs and
Kennel Cough, please
means there is a possibil
cats were found unattended
allow me to lecture a bit. I
LOTUS
ity. In some cases, other
by the Georgia Department
should
have explained in
organisms are involved
Lots Of Trouble, Usually Serious
of Agriculture inspectors.
better detail in my first
and treatment is very
When the abandoned
article. Kennel Cough is a
much necessary in order
OLDSMOBILE
animals
were found, animal
respiratory disease of dog
to save a dogs life.
control officers moved them
Old Ladies Driving Slowly Make Others Behind which leads to inflamma
Kennel Cough can
to shelters in Statesboro and
Infuriatingly Late Everyday
tion of the trachea (wind
progress to bronchopneu
Toombs County. It's funny
Overpriced, Leisurely Driven Sedan Made Of pipe) and bronchi (main
monia which can be fatal
that other shelters evacuated
lower airways). Shiloh
Buick s Irregular Leftover Equipment
in puppies. This is a fact.
fine or stayed to care for
Humes stated "Dogs get
In other cases, Kennel
their
animals and the
Kennel Cough from in
SABB
Cough may resolve in 3 or
Chatham/Savannah Humane
creased excitement, pres
4 weeks, maybe longer.
Send Another Automobile Back
Society
failed to do so.
sure of the collar around
I do agree with Shiloh
Would you call this humane
the neck, stress and con
VOLVO
Humes that these conta
Tracy Parker
finement." I disagree.
gious animals should be
Very Odd Lo oking Vehicular Object
"How Humane Is The
These things do not proisolated. However, I must
Humane Society?"

Cuillen Plays AASU

What appears in 11 states m 66 days, playing 40 shows

in 3 6 venues? Why of course that would be CUILLEN
pronounced COOL-IN. This six piece Irisli group played

Campus News

Ebony Coalition Quiz Bowl Team
Makes it to SCAASI Finals

AASU on Monday. February 28th during a noon time
show. The fab sextet played a robust set of groovin'

Armstrong Atlantic State
University students Thabo

traditional music laced with modern rhythms that pleased

Bailey, a junior in political
science, Kesha King, a

the lunchtime crowd at Memorial College center. Cuillen
is a six piece group that includes Bagpipes and violin

junior in health science, and

along with the more traditional guitars, drums and bass

Lindsey McCall, a junior
criminal justice, made it to

that are normally in modern bands. Front man Arthur
O'Brien leads the charge and says the band is trying to
get the Irish music "on the airways and into the main
stream." "We use dance music blended with traditional
music for the blend."
The band is touring colleges in support of their cd
"Cuillen" (sub titled cool-in) and has already met some
resistance in the states. "We had major immigration
problems at the border that caused us to arrive just 1 h our
before our first show at Christopher Newport College in
Virginia" , said Wayne O'Connor the bands traveling
manager and sound support person. Apparently some
union problems had to be addressed before the band could
enter US soil.
Cuillen formed around Christmas and recorded their
cd in time for the tour. O'Brien's rich Baritone highlights
a musical sound that ranges from traditional influence to
U2. The band recieved matching loans from the Canadian
government entended to promote artists. That money
was used to record their cd. For more information about
Cuillen or their cd, try www.cuillen.com or call the band
in H alifax, Nova Scotia at 902-429-9005. Be sure to ask
your parents permission to call internationally!

Back in The Day...
Campus
security
back
in
the day...

1974!!!
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the final round of the Black
history "Quiz Bowl" on
February 25th at the annual
"Southern Conference on
Afro-American Studies"
(SCAASI) held in Little

the Ebony Coalition faired
well despite having to com

team competed in a similar

vantage. Competing institu
tions were allowed to field

bowl held on the AASU

four member teams, so in
every round of competition
the three-women team was
out numbered. In addition,
the members of AASU's
Ebony Coalition faced
experienced teams as all pf

Rock, Arkansas. The threewoman contingent defeated
teams from Morehouse

competitions over the past
eight years.

champions Prairie View
A&M University on its way

The Ebony Coalition

pete at a significant disad

the other institutions corm
peted in previous quiz bowl

College, Philander Smith
College, and defending

existed at the institution.

Nevertheless, the women

campus. On February 2 at
7:30pm the Ebony Coalition
sponsored a Black history
quiz bowl in the MCC
where four teams provided
spirited and intense compe
tition. Two of the teams
were derived from students
enrolled in Dr. Robinson
courses. The campus
champions came from Dr.
Robinson's "Blacks Protest
in the Urban South" class

from Armstrong created qpite and included James Dew
a stir at the SCAASI confer berry, Bonnie Futrell,
ence when they almost
Charles Manning, and Lynn

State University in the final

walked away with a victory
in their first quiz bowl

round. AASU's ltiss to

attempt. The student com

year's campus competition

Albany State placed it

petitors and their faculty

and the SCAASI conference

second out of nine compet

advisor, history professor Dr.

where the Armstrong team

ing institutions. For their
efforts the team received a
second place trophy and a
cash reward.
Armstrong's three

Howard O. Robinson, II

will be looking to take first
place. However, conferees
are not likely to have the
advantage of being an

to square off against Albany

women team representing

found themselves constantly
describing for conferees,
exactly where AASU was
located and what type of
academic environment
j

Williams. Preparations are
already underway for next

unknown, nor are they likely
to be considered a long shot.

Coming to a classroom near you...
Student Government Association

Spring Tour 2000
The following are the listings of the classrooms that the Student Govern
ment Association will be holding their meetings in, until the end of the se
mester. Please note that designated classes are designed to place the Senators
closer to the students and to foster student participation within Student Gov
ernment.
Dates:
March 20
March 27
April 3
April 10
April 17
April 24
May 1

Location:
Hawes Rm. 101
Ashmore Rm. 137
Gamble Rm. 200
U. H. Rm. 157
Fine Arts Rm. 132
Library Rm. 106
U. Hall Rm. 157

Time:
12:15-1:15
12:15-1:15
12:15-1:15
12:15-1:15
12:15-1:15
12:15-1:15
12:15-1:15

* Classes are scheduled at 1:30 in some of these rooms. We ask that you come
promptly and be prepared to do business so that we can be adjourned by 1:15.
Note: the last Senate meeting will be held in University Hall Rm. 157

Snorts
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Jarrett. Designs as AA6U Head
of Woman's Basketball
Lynn Jarrett, who recently completed her fourth
season at the helm of the Armstrong Atlantic State
women's basketball team, has resigned her position as the
Lady Pirates' head basketball coach.
Jarrett directed the Armstrong Atlantic State team to a
33-48 record in her four seasons and the 1999-2000
season marked her 20th overall as a collegiate head
coach. Overall, her career coaching mark over 20 sea
sons stands at 233-221.
"I've enjoyed my time at Armstrong Atlantic State
tremendously and have found it to be a rewarding experi
ence," Jarrett said. "The most rewarding part of my 20
years in collegiate athletics has been opportunity to coach
and watch my student-athletes grow into mature and
successful young ladies.
"This decision is not about wins and losses, but it's
time for me to make a move in another direction person
ally. I t hank Dr. Aenchbacher and Dr. Burnett for giving
me the opportunity to coach at Armstrong Atlantic State.
It has been a great four years in Savannah."
This season, Jarrett led a team comprised of just one
junior, five sophomores and four freshmen to a 7-19
mark, 4-12 in the Peach Belt Athletic Conference.
"We are sorry to see Lynn make this decision to take
her away from the Armstrong family, but we respect her
decision and wish her the best in her future endeavors,"
AASU Athletic Director Dr. Eddie Aenchbacher said.
"The athletic department, the Armstrong campus and the
Savannah community will miss her leadership, enthusi
asm and caring for the student-athletes that she has come
in contact with over the past four seasons."
Jarrett joined the AASU coaching staff for the 199697 season after serving as head coach at Tennessee
Wesleyan from 1980-82, North Georgia from 1982-91
and at Clayton State from 1991-94.
A graduate of North Georgia College, Jarrett plans to
return to the North Georgia area to pursue personal
interests outside of collegiate athletics.
Dr. Aenchbacher said that a national search for a
replacement for Jarrett will begin immediately.
We will make every effort to move quickly in finding
a replacement with a goal to bring in qualified candidates
by April and hire the next lady Pirate head basketball
coach by May," Dr. Aenchbacher said.

NE*V *

AASU Hoop Star Named
to DAKTRONICS
All-South Atlantic Region
Junior Guard Robert
Campbell, The Peach Belt
Conference's Player of
the Year for 1999-2000,
added another award to his
mantle on Wednesday
when he was named to the
Daktronics NCAA Divi
sion II South Atlantic AllRegion team.
The Hinesville native
led the Pirates in scoring,
averaging 15.0 points per
game, and in assists and
steals, averaging 5.8 and

in steals and led the PBAC
in both assists and steals.
Campbell is the first
honoree for AASU to win
the award. Voting is
conducted among Sports
Information directors in
each region. Campbell led
AASU to a 16-13 record
this season, and took the
team to the PBAC champi
onship game. Go Pirates !

AASU Lady Pirate
Softball Ascends To No. 3
In NFCA Division II Poll
The Armstrong
Atlantic State women's
softball team, in just its
third season of fastpitch
competition, has risen to
the No. 3 ranking in

highest ever ranking for
head Coach Marty McDaniel's squad.
AASU trails only
fellow PBAC foe Kennesaw State and

NCAA Division II by
the National Fastpitch
Coaches Association in
the latest poll, released
today.
The Pirates (22-1)
were ranked No. 11 in
the preseason poll and
won the r first 21 games
of the 2000 season, in
cluding picking up wins
over then- No. 10
Berry and No. 19 Florida
Southern. The torrid
start translated into the

Humboldt State in the
rankings. Kennesaw State
received six of the eight
first-place votes possible
and compiled 198 points.
Humboldt State received
two first-place votes and
193 points. The Lady Pi
rates collected 171 points
and are just ahead of North
Dakota State. Other PBAC
schools in the rankings in
clude North Florida (No.
8) and USC Spartanburg
(No. 20).

What: The International Festival
When: April 12 , 2000
Time: 11 AM - 1 PM
Place:

^OM AROUND THE WORLD

3.2 per game. Campbell
ranks seventh in the nation

Quadrangle

Come and enjoy foods from around
the world and experience interna
tional song and dance.

This Week In
AASU Athletics
Baseball - Head coacli
Joe Roberts' No. 27-ranked
AASU baseball team won
three games in the Savannah Invitational on th e
week, then took one of
three games from No. 25
USC Aiken over the weekend.

J

The Pirates fell
USC Aiken, 10-4, then split
a doubleheader with th e
Pacers, winning 16-8 inthe
first game but losing 13-11
in the second game.
The first game featured
nine home runs, including
six by the Pirates, which
ties a PBAC record for
most home runs in a co nerence ballgame. AASU
tad six home runs against
Augusta College in 19 94in
conference game as well
Junior first baseman
rian Pickel enjoyed an
outstanding weekend for
the Pirates, hitting .533(8: or-15) with two home runs
and 10 RBI at USC Aiken
is grand slam in the bot
tom of the seventh inning
Sunday's second game
wrought the Pirates to I
within two of the Pacers as
AASU fought back from a
3-4 deficit.

Knights of
the Burning Pestle
Presented by
AASU Masquers
The Masquears will
present Francis Beau
mont's Knight of th e
Burning Pestle on April
7-8 and April 14-15 at
7:30 pm and April 9 and
16 at 3:00 pm inJenkin's
Theater on the AASU
campus. Tickets are
$5.00 for generaladmis
sion and $3.00 for se
niors, military, and nonAASU students. F°f
tickets and information
call 927-5354.
^

'
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PUT YOUR
MOUTH
WHERE YOUR
MONEY IS
S T U D E N T GO V E R N M E N T AS S O . AN D CA M P U S U N I O N B O A R D
A P P L I C A T I O N D E A D L I N E F R I DA Y , M A R C H 31 .
SGA CANDIDATES MEETING

1 2 P.M. WE D N E S D A Y , AP R I L 5
FACULTY LOUNGE, M C C

S G A C A N D I D A T E S FORUM

1 2 P.M. MONDAY, A P R I L 10
UNIVERSITY H A L L 15 7

S G A E L E C T IO N S

APRIL 17 & 18

S G A P O S I T I ON S AVAILABLE

P R ES I D E N T, VICE P R ES I D E N T,
SECR ETARY, TREASU RER, S EN A T O R

C U B P O S I T I O N S AVAILABLE

V A P A C (VIS UAL AND PERFO RMING
ARTS COMMITTEE) CH A I R ,
ROCK M E PRODUCTIONS CHAIR
E M C E E S ( C O M E D Y) C HA I R
HOMECOMING/CELEBRATE A A S U
CHA IR AND
O P E N DOOR PRODUCT IONS, C H AI R

C O N T A C T TH E S T U D E N T A C T I V I T I E S OF F I C E F O R P O S I T I O N
R E Q U I R E M E N T S , AP P L I C A T I O N S OR A D D I T I O N A L I N F OR M A T I O N .
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KING CROSSWORD
1

2

3

4

•
I |
1
1
s

1
19 f

15
18
22
25

35

••

33

32

29

••

30

37

l
41

31

34

38

40
^^H39
merrie
46 47 48
45
42 43
18 "1984"
j 44
author*
52
49
50 51
20 Comic
known for
I
54
53
55
a word
list*
56
57
58
22 Pigeon's
call
23 "Misread45 Any one of
5 Conversation 29 Traitorous
ings" author
the gents
6 Ref
sort
24 BLT sp read
with a *
7 Oil grp.
30 Author
27 "Rhapsody in 49 "Fargo"
8 Burn
Fleming
Blue" man*
director
9 Luxuriated
31 FDR's "Blue
32 Plata's
50 Ms. Thurman
(in)
Eagle"
partner
52 Hit the horn 10 "The
36 Bleaching
33 End for past 53 Wings
King —"
agerits
or post
54 Bridge offer 11
37 Doggy doc
34 Undivided
55 Divisible by 2
there,
38 Chews the
attention
56 Actress
done
scenery
35 1972
Diana
that"
41 Artesian
candidate*
57 Downsize
19 "Behold!"
article
38 — St.
58 Antitoxins
21 DDE
42 Sch.
Vincent
opponent
43 Large knife
Millay
DOWN
24 Mid-May
44 Brass
39 Noun-to-verb 1 Gambling
honoree
instrument
suffix
game
25 Meteor's
46 Wander the
40 Shade
2 Bakery
path
countryside
provider
employee
26 Basket
47 Active one
42 Centenarian
3 Melt
pilferer
48 Sicilian
Broadway
4 Bluesy Cajun 28 Screw
spouter
producer*
music
up
51 Blend

|
1

9
1

Salome's Stars

11

,7

••
1
||
36

10

r
1
20 21

28

26

9

7

8

3

12

24

6

kA

ACROSS
1 "Son of,"
in s ome
names
5 Pair
8 Mop
12 Sore
13 Mischiefmaker
14 Chaplin
prop
15 Patronize
the
library
16 Mimic

getaway.
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) New
SCORPIO (October 23 to Nov
opportunities spring up for the Aries.
Kick up those heels and go, go, go for ember 21) Missed opportunities usual
ly come from miscommunication. It's
them. Remember: Someone special
not too late to correct the wrong
will be rooting for your success.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) assumptions. A timely call can help re
establish important contacts.
Indulge your love of beauty. Buy
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
something marvelous for your home.
December 21) Your usually keen sense
Then plan a romantic dinner at a spe
cial place with that special person.
of direction needs some sharpening
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Your
this week. Stay focused on your goals
diligent search for the truth pays off. despite those pesky distractions. Your
You can now go ahead and make that efforts will soon pay off.
decision fully armed with the facts.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
Expect some resistance to your plans.
January 19) Don't automatically reject
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) suggestions from friends and family
Travel is favored. But be prepared to
members. Some of their ideas might
be flexible in planning your trip. A
be helpful. Check them out before you
family situation may cause you to decide to chuck them out.
delay your original departure date.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to Feb
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Be
ruary 18) Expect to be pleasantly star
careful to whom you confide your tled when a promise from the past
secrets. While you certainly have your finally comes through for you. Use
admirers, you also have detractors
this as an opportunity to restart that
who would love to puncture the Lion's
long-delayed project.
pride.
PISCES (February 19 to March 20)
VIRGO (August 23 to September An air of conspiracy dominates the
22) That family problem still needs
workplace. Avoid taking sides. This is
your attention. It would be unwise at one time when you need to concen
this time to let things slide. Things
trate on being your own best friend.
start to look more promising on the
YOU WERE BORN THIS
job.
WEEK: You despise hypocrisy. Your
LIBRA (September 23 to October
honesty is admired, although your
22) Your mate seems to feel increas
friends sometimes feel you could be
ingly ignored. Try for a better balance less blunt and a little more diplomatic.
between your home and work commit
You l ove living life to the fullest.
ments. Start with a romantic weekend
© 2000 King Features Syndicate, Inc
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